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GREEN ISLANDS

Green Islands is an important support factor of integrated systems for selective waste collection, and a must for the removal of end-of-life electric household appliances and other bulky material. Thanks to the Green Islands it is easier nowadays to monitor the waste cycle, to reduce the environmental impact, to increase the spread of the selective waste collection’s attitude and to get a decrease of community costs.

Green islands are easy to manage: the citizens go directly to the waste collection centres, where you can find always a person in charge, they electronically weigh the waste and thanks to a green magnetic card and an identifying barcode they get some points, that are memorized in a data bank.

WASTE COLLECTION FROM SHOP

It's operated a selective waste collection service of the cardboard packages from shops. The collection is foreseen in agreed days and times.

R.U.P. CONTAINERS (MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE)

Containers of 55 litres for the collection of end-of-life batteries of 120 litres for medical waste and for “T and/or P” (toxic waste and inflammable one).

DOOR-TO-DOOR SERVICE

The door-to-door selective collection service provides the collection of the dry waste component, in particular of plastic (empty containers for liquid) and paper, of the flexible polyamide packaging and of glass. The service is as follows: special plastic garbage bags of different colours are taken away from collecting points, which lie near inhabited centres and are easy to reach. The entire service consists in the use of labels wit barcodes that are affixed on the bags and whose function is to clearly identify the kind of material and the service’s users. Both bags and labels are previously, one by one, and sufficiently distributed to all families.

STREET BELL-SHAPED CONTAINERS

Big containers (2 m³) used for the collection of glass, aluminium beverage cans, paper and plastic. The system provides a capillary distribution on the urban territory.

DIFFERENT DIMENSIONED CONTAINERS

Containers with a capacity of 55 - 240 litres for the collection of organic material and of glass/cans.

BULky MATERIAL

We do the collection of bulky waste (mainly in wood) and of end-of-life durable goods (electric household appliances) and transport in authorized plants.

«The selective waste collection represents the appropriate method to collecting municipal waste fractions homogeneous commodities destined for reuse, recycling and recovery of raw material».

The starting services of the SERVECO were those related to the selective collection of the solid municipal waste and during the years those ones have been undergoing a significant progress. We offer diversified services for the different municipalities.

The company offers a collecting and transport service of the differentiated waste and of the municipal solid waste with the connected disposal and recycling service by the destination equipments.

SERVING ISLANDS

Green Island is an important support factor of integrated systems for selective waste collection, and a must for the removal of end-of-life electric household appliances and other bulky material. Thanks to the Green Island it is easier nowadays to monitor the waste cycle, to reduce the environmental impact, to increase the spread of the selective waste collection’s attitude and to get a decrease of community costs.

Green islands are easy to manage: the citizens go directly to the waste collection centres, where you can find always a person in charge, they electronically weigh the waste and thanks to a green magnetic card and an identifying barcode they get some points, that are memorized in a data bank.

Bulky MONITORING

Big containers (2 m³) used for the collection of glass, aluminium beverage cans, paper and plastic. The system provides a capillary distribution on the urban territory.